Lucent™

Bringing natural light into signage
Lucent is a preferred alternative to glass and traditional ADA plaque signs because of its optical clarity, durability and design flexibility. The product’s translucence provides an unprecedented ability to incorporate the architecture’s ambient and directional light into the design of your signage.

A designer’s ADA-signage product
Lucent offers the ability to simulate a variety of glass applications combined with unlimited profile shapes and unique (matte, stipple or slate) surface textures. Metallic text, raised graphics or second surface colors greatly expand the design possibilities of this versatile product.

Proven technology
Lucent is based on Best Sign’s thermo-forming technology also found in its ImPressions™ product family. Our proprietary manufacturing process offers precise graphic detail utilizing acrylics that are many times the impact resistance of glass or other select engineered materials that resist excessive handling common in high-traffic environments.

Design responsibility
Durability is an important sustainable benefit of Lucent. Infrequent replacement helps reduce waste compared to glass and other plaque technologies. In addition, acrylics can be efficiently recycled back into the original raw material and reused as post-industrial reclaimed materials.

Quality
Lucent undergoes rigorous quality screening to ensure a consistent quality product, every time.

Raised text and Braille
Integral tactile lettering and preferred dome-style Braille.

Surface texturing
Stipple and slate surface textures provide additional design flexibility and help hide fingerprints and minor marring from excessive handling.
Raised text and character coloring
Best offers 73 standard colors. Metallic finishes and custom colors available.

Go to bestsigns.com or contact us for more information about our standard colors.

Bevels and edge detailing
Unlimited shape profiles, bevels, polishing and other edge details provide unlimited possibilities.

Design options
Add a decorative, oversized back plate for additional styling.

Paper insert options
Add an updateable paper insert window holder to any multi-use room sign to expand the sign's messaging capabilities.
Lucent, design possibilities

Clear acrylic, with metallic text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface and black second-surface.

Clear acrylic, with white text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface and blue second-surface.

Clear acrylic, with raised text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface texture, metallic gold second-surface.

Clear acrylic, with raised text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface and metallic second-surface.

Clear acrylic, with raised border, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface texture and green second-surface.

Clear green-glass acrylic with stipple surface texture, grade-2 domed Braille and white second-surface.

Custom shape, clear acrylic, with raised text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface texture and painted second-surface.

Clear acrylic primary and backplate, with raised text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface texture and painted light and dark gray second-surface(s).
Clear acrylic, with white raised text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface and gray second-surface.

Clear acrylic, with maroon raised text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface and beige second-surface.

Clear acrylic, with white raised text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface and dark graphite second-surface.

Clear green-glass acrylic, with grade-2 domed Braille, slate surface, unpainted.

Clear acrylic, with raised text, grade-2 domed Braille, slate surface and painted gray second-surface.

Clear acrylic, with white raised text, type-2 domed braille, stipple surface texture and gray second-surface with radiused corners.

Oval shaped clear acrylic, with raised text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface texture and painted beige second-surface.

Clear acrylic, with raised text, grade-2 domed Braille, stipple surface texture, painted second-surface and polished, beveled edges.
Custom Design Configuration

Lucent offers a versatile assortment of configuration options to consider in the design of any sign system. Combined with light from natural or artificial sources, subtle shadows and reflections offer dimension that adds visual interest while ensuring clarity, contrast and readability in your sign.

Surface texture detail
Stipple surface texturing is fingerprint resistant.

Layered styling example

Metallic Text
Silver or gold options.

Braille
Standard grade-2 domed Braille.
Graphic detail
Precise rendering of logos, text and other decorative elements and raised graphics.

Styling
Beveled, polished edges and an oversized, layered acrylic backplate.

Rich second-surface colors behind jewel-like polished edges of an elegantly shaped sign, reflect ambient light and tastefully harmonize with contemporary interiors. Our custom Lucent solutions add new dimensions to interior signage while supporting function and meeting ADA requirements.
Standard Profiles (Custom Available)

- Rectangular
- Beveled Corner
- Radiused Corner
- Tombstone
- Ellipse/Round

Mounting Options
Architectural offsets create an elegant and contemporary floating panel that offers added dimension to your sign.

About Best
Best Sign Systems is a US manufacturer of proven architectural signage products that have been consistently specified by architects for more than 40 years.

The organization offers an innovative and flexible portfolio of products and processes to create completely customized solutions and provides best-in-class, fast and reliable service to sign solution providers in all 50 states.

The company was founded in 1924 and is located in Montrose, Colorado.